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This chapter discusses changes in roles and user assignments, and shows you how to simulate changes to roles and users. It also shows you how to implement alerts to monitor for newly selected risks and mitigating control testing. In addition, it provides details on how to provide continuous compliance throughout the year, including a few tips and tricks to manage the cross-enterprise project.

8 Continuous Compliance

Continuous compliance can be achieved through preventive control mechanisms, 24/7 monitoring functions, adoption of proactive compliance, and cross-enterprise risk analysis. The ability to have compliance across the organization depends on an effective monitoring, simulation, and remediation plan. SAP GRC AC offers various attributes to make it compliant, including detection solution, alerts, simulation, preventive analysis, real time risk analysis, integration models for cross-enterprise systems, and more.

8.1 Best Practices for Continuous Compliance

The list that follows outlines the steps necessary to achieve continuous compliance:

1. Review your risk statement and its impact on the SoD analysis to gain a better understanding of the risk recognition and mitigation approach.

2. Review the system configuration for the risk impacts to the enterprise. Perform the necessary steps to avoid conflicting action issues and validate the system security for multiple access control systems.

3. If the management report provides a variety of SoD violations, critical actions, or critical permissions, it is advisable to take corrective action and remove high usage roles from users.
4. Maintain continuous monitoring of the object values within roles and their impacts—object authorization can be a potential problem to the role design. By introducing an effective simulation process, these problems can be avoided.

5. Design other preventative controls via system configuration; for example, arrange certain objects and transaction codes to better determine critical violations.

6. If a preventative control is failing, create an effective method for monitoring the control within organizations across enterprises. This could include file monitoring, report verification, alert control monitoring, process design review, central rule library maintenance, or workflow.

In short, you need to develop a report that provides accurate data for reviewers. For example, an SAP report exists that shows whether a user performs a goods receipt against a purchase order he created. This report needs to be reviewed on a scheduled periodic basis, and its accuracy should be verified for audit purposes. If the policy and rule library are mutually satisfied, there should not be any variance in SAP GRC AC. The access control system provides all necessary information, from the rule library to the management report to the correct remediation process. In Figure 8.1, continuous compliance is defined in 3 phases: Get Clean, Stay Clean, and Stay in Control. Get Clean is the first step toward the compliance effectiveness and the capability of Risk Analysis and Remediation provides in-depth cleaning of access authorization in SAP and non-SAP systems.

![Continuous Compliance Diagram](image-url)

**Figure 8.1** Continuous Compliance
Simulation

Simulation is a proactive way to determine SoD violations before they happen. SAP GRC AC has the capability to perform simulations of user assignments, actions or permissions assignments, and role assignments. This functionality is not limited to SAP systems; SAP GRC AC can perform simulation analysis for cross systems and legacy systems.

As an example, consider a scenario where Basis Admin received a request from a user (BJONES) to add Transaction FD02 to his profile. You need to perform a simulation task for assigning this new action. Figure 8.2 shows the initial simulation screen.

Click on **Simulate** to display multiple options for actions that can be performed, such as Action, Role, or Permission (see Figure 8.3).
Note

If you are working with a role that has many transactions, we recommend running the simulation in background mode.

Figure 8.3 Simulation for User Level

In this example, the source systems for the risk analysis are an ERP system and a cross system. The report type can be defined for the action or permission level; in our example, we are processing for action only. The requestor has asked for Transaction FD02, in the SAP ERP system with the host name J1E. You can select Yes in the field Exclude Values in the above Figure 8.3, so that the output is limited to risks from the simulation selection criteria only.
In figure 8.4, the report output for simulation produces two action rule violations in the risk LR02. This simulation causes violations with risk LR02009 in the J1E system and with risk LR02004 in the legacy system.

When you have this information, you must decide on the transaction assignment to the user.

This example shows you how users can practice proactive compliance in SAP GRC AC.
8.3 Monitoring and Control

By regularly monitoring the activities of user access assignments and roles, you can improve the effectiveness of risk/control assessments. As previously discussed, SAP GRC AC provides alert monitoring to check critical transactions or conflicting violations, and also uses mitigation control to monitor SoD violations. Mitigation control can be effective for certain periods of time during the SoD cleanup process, and can also be used to support special projects.

In conclusion, the following are some of the main advantages of this functionality:

- Rapid identification of specific deficiencies through simulation and alert control.
- Reduction in errors and fraud by enforcing proactive compliance methodology.
- Reduction in costs thanks to a complete rule library.
- Documented evidence and audit trails for internal and external auditors.
- A management report for each calendar month and its progress violation count graphs.
- 25% cost reduction as a result of the automation of certain parts of the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) process such as enhancing repeatability and sustainability (statistic from a December 2005 AMR research study).
- According to a 2006 IIA survey, 38% of internal auditors say they plan to implement continuous monitoring in the future.

8.4 Summary

In this chapter, we covered the continuous compliance processes and the capability of Get Clean in the Risk Analysis and Remediation application. You learned about the simulation process and how the simulation is helpful in cross-system applications. By proper monitoring and control, you can improve the effectiveness of the compliance initiatives in your organization.
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